FTC FAQ

What is RP?

The first basis for ranking Teams. For a single Team
competing remotely, the Team’s final score for a Match is
used as their Ranking Points. For Teams that compete at a
traditional tournament, each Team receives their Alliance’s
final score for a Match as Ranking Points. Total Ranking
Points is the sum of the Ranking Points of all non-Surrogate
Matches that a Team plays in a tournament.

What is TBP1?

For a single Team competing remotely, the Team’s
Autonomous Period score for a Qualification Match is used
as their TBP1. For Teams that compete at a traditional
Tournament, each Team receives their Alliance’s
Autonomous Period score for a Qualification Match as
TBP1. Total TBP1 is the sum of the TBP1s of all
non-Surrogate Qualification Matches that a Team plays in a
Tournament

What is TBP2?

For a single Team competing remotely, the Team’s End
Game specific task score for a Qualification Match is used
as their TBP2. For Teams that compete at a traditional
Tournament, each Team receives their Alliance’s End Game
specific task score for a Qualification Match as TBP2. Total
TBP2 is the sum of the TBP2s of all non-Surrogate
Qualification Matches that a Team plays in a Tournament.

How are standings calculated?

Teams are ranked first by RP then by TBP.

How are standings decided at the
League Tournament?

The top 10 matches from league meets are carried into the
tournament and added to the 5 matches on League
Tournament day to determine alliance captains..

Does anyone have 3D phone holders?

Many teams post their phone holders, stress relief ideas on
https://www.thingiverse.com/

Where can I find help?

Facebook page - FTC Share and Learn
FTC Forum
FTC Reddit
FTC Chief Delphi
Ask your FSM

Where can I update my RC and DS
programs

Google Play

Where can I update my SDK’s or other

FTC Github
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software?
What should I bring to a meet?

Prepare for a Competition

Where do I find the Warning Labels?

Game manual #1

Where do I find the Inspection sheets?

Released on September 12th

Driver and Coaches pins?

You can make your own, but you will get these at your first
meet (please save these)

Alliance markers?

You make your own removable alliance markers: 2.5” red
square and 2.5” blue circle. See Game Manual, Part 1.

Size for robot numbers?

Minimum 2½” tall and in a contrasting color. Game
Manual, Part 1

Can an adult be coached on the field?

Yes, the coach may be an adult or student, but they must
be on the teams roster as a mentor or coach

Can I reset my phone during
autonomous?

No. You may only touch your phone once at the beginning
of autonomous. If you touch it again, it will result in a
penalty.

Can coaches touch the phone?

Coaches can touch the Driver Station during
Driver-Controlled period, but cannot touch the controllers.

How do you transport your robot to
meets?

We recommend that you build a box to hold your robot in
to prevent it from getting damaged.

Is there a website to look up stats on
teams?

FTCScores.com

Which is better: Tetrix or REV or
Actobotics?

All are good kits, it will depend on what your team would
like to do and spend.

How big will our pit be?

At leagues meets you will get only a table; round, rectangle
or cafeteria table to share. At League finals you will get a
table but possibly a 10’x10’x10’ space and table. At state
you will get a 10’x10’x10’ area with 1 table.
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